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A Different View of Late Finished Plates
Used to Print Small Size Notes

by

MICHAEL KANE

P eter Huntoon's article in Paper Money, Vol. XXIII,
No. 3, shows, if anything, that his research is almost
impeccable, yet the conclusions from this endeavor

border on sophistry. Why he insists on refuting Chuck O'Don-
nell's claim that those early macro check numbers were "trial"
or experimental plates is not clear—especially since his
research tables confirm Chuck's speculation.

For instance, Mr. Huntoon states in his second paragraph
on page 122, "He (Chuck) speculated that they were (1) the
first plates manufactured of their kind and (2) they were used
experimentally before regular production of macro plates. The
data in Table 3 refutes both claims." (emphasis mine)
Although he is correct in showing from Table 3 that these
notes were not used experimentally before regular production
of the macro plates—EXCEPT of course in the #10 series
when plate #87 was not only the original macro plate but also
the first production plate for that series, he none-the-less is
categorically wrong in refuting O'Donnell's claim that they
were the first plates manufactured of their kind—a claim
which is verified in Mr. Huntoon's Table 2. Table 2 shows that
from the sequential order of numerically numbered plates, the
bureau, on September 1, 1936, began uniform back plate 469
on the $1 series as well as—on the same date!—back plate 470
in macro size numbers. This was a variation—indeed a major
variation for the bureau—that would eventually become a
standard and established change in the size of all check
numbers. Twenty-two months earlier, they had done the same
thing with uniform check number 204 on the $20 series with
check number 205 being produced as a micro plate. On dif-
ferent dates, the same procedure happened for the $5 and $10
denomination notes with sequential numerical order in micro
size plates preceding and following check #307 on the $5s and
86,87 on the $10s. These major variations—this departure
from the norm—are indeed trial plates and therefore the
FIRST to be manufactured. When they were finished and sub-
sequently put into production is irrevelant regarding Mr. Hun-
toon's refutation of Mr. O'Donnell's claim. In fact, "late
finished" is far from a proper definition for any of these "pro-
totype" plates—as indeed they may well be called. Mr. Hun-
toon seems to have a problem with the definition of "trial"
plate in regard to issuance or production as compared with
"trial" plate regarding the striking of (engraving) the pro-
totype. Therefore he dismisses their uniqueness on the grounds
they weren't put into a production capacity—or finished and
put to work—fast enough. In order to clarify the terminology,
Mr. Huntoon may want to refer to them as the first macro
prototype plates, even though trial plates as Chuck O'Donnell
describes this variety is self-evident.

There is no doubt the bureau debated, procrastinated, and
had innumerable disagreements about these first prototype
plates. In fact, if the tables are correct, the bureau took just
over three years from the day the first prototype was struck
until the first macro plate was used in an issuance. This seems
like a commensurate time lag considering bureaucratic

decision-making, especially such a major change in its printing
policies.

Therefore, Mr. Huntoon's claim and refutation of Chuck
O'Donnell's definition is rather specious. The striking of a
prototype plate is unique and self-evident, and the time frames
between when it was finished and eventually used is totally ir-
revelant to the term we use to describe the plate. In fact,
because of the priority of those prototype plates, any notes
printed are by definition trial plate notes—regardless of when
they were printed. The interesting thing is that these plates
were used, period, which can only be attributed to the
bureau's fastidious and economical budget. In this regard,
these notes will, in the near future, be recognized as a premier
and highly desirable major variety, especially the $10 1934A
face #87, which stands as the first and only small size note in
any denomination initially issued (in macro check numbers)
from the original—or prototype—plate, and as such is a rather
rare bird in the esoteric field of Small Size Currency.

WHITTIER COIN CLUB
OBSERVES 25th YEAR

The Whittier (California) Coin Club observes its 25th year in Sep-
tember. In recognition of the event, several related items have been
prepared. A souvenir card has been produced which shows a second
charter banknote of the National Bank of Whittier, courtesy of the
Charles G. Colver collection. The note was signed by two Whittier
pioneers, F.W. Hadley and I. Hadley, officers of the bank. The bank
was chartered October 2, 1900. The history of the bank is repeated on
the souvenir card designed by former Whittier Coin Club president,
Dr. Sol Taylor (1964-66, 1975). An anniversary banquet is scheduled
on September 12th featuring additional souvenirs and banquet favors.
Tickets for the banquet are available from anniversary chairman,
Nate Bromber, 15540 E. Lambert Rd., Whittier, CA 90604.

The souvenir cards are available to the public at $2.50 each plus 37C
for first class postage. A total of 500 cards was printed using the ther-
mography process which gives a raised effect similar to that produced
by engraving. Each card is numbered on the back "Copy # of
500". One hundred of the cards are to be retained by the club for
speaker's awards, door prizes and mementos. An additional fifty
cards will be postmarked on the anniversary date, September 12th at
the main Whittier Post Office. These FDC cards will be available after
that date at $3.00 each plus 37(r postage. Card orders should be sent to
Dr. Sol Taylor, P.O. Box 5465, N. Hollywood, CA 91616 with pay-
ment made directly to Dr. Taylor.

In its quarter century, the Whittier Coin Club has had amongst its
members, Q. David Bowers (who lived in Whittier when he first
moved to the West Coast), Richard M. Nixon, Bill Willoughby Sr.,
W.V. Tracy (life member #1), Bob Davis, Walt Holzworth (one of the
original Treasure Salvors), Nate Bromberg (junior numismatist acti-
vist), Bob ("Big Roo") Marshall, Australian specialist and junior
numismatist sponsor, Francis Rickard, John Ballard, and many
others active in local and regional numismatics.

The club meets the second Friday at Parnell Park, Scott Avenue at
Lambert Road in Whittier. For club information contact Nate
Bromberg.
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